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Pudhu Irudhayam
“The world needs strong women. Women who will lift and build others, who will love
and be loved. Women who live bravely, both tender and fierce. Women of indomitable
will.”

-

Amy Tenney

Introduction:
The name of this compassionate premises stands for ‘New Heart’. The children home was
commenced its divine cuddle with greater amount of zeal on the year 2009. Until now the home is
manifesting with ever increasing enthusiasm and joy. This home is a mother lap of contempt,
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destitute and parentless girl children. The goal was visualized to give good education, to empower
and to qualify the children to have a self sustained life.
The Pudhu Irudhayam falls under the administration of St. Joseph Development Trust
which is found and lead by Dr. I. Sebastian. The Executive Director’s responsibilities are shared
by two well responsible shoulders, Ms. Joselin as manager and Ms. Devibala as supervisor. There
are several other responsible persons serving with greater ardour as guardian, assistant guardian,
cook, assistant cook and security. The Pudhu Irudhayam consists of eight beautiful and spacious
cottages. The cottage is comfortably accommodating thirteen children in its each. The home is in
the operational of fulfilling the daily and the future needs of 122 children. Among the 122
children 44 children are supported by CHN agency. The children are very sound in their body
and mind in which they are ploughing deeply for their bright future with ever increasing happiness.
Panchayat Meeting:
The word Panchayat stands for ‘council of five persons’.

Panchayat were functional

institutions of grassroots governance in almost every village which has the evidence of existence
since 1700 BC. This meeting is encouraged among the children for the purpose of self governance
skill and leadership skill grooming, to express their physical and mental inconvenience inside and
outside of the home and to nourish the children with personal and social discipline. The children
themselves are the leader of this council. The meeting takes place every Friday from 7 to 8 pm in
the presence of wardens. The issues and the opinions about the issues are use to collected. Then
the leaders use to derive the solution by discussing among themselves about the opinions and the
issues.

This meeting gives the access to the administration to acquaint with the children’s

complications faced in and out of the home. This meeting evidently increases the leadership skill
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and the ability to handle all situations. The following are few major problems identified and
solved.

SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

Some children were not obedient to their
cottage leader

Those children were advised to respect their
leaders

2

Some cottage leader shown slackness in
caring younger children

Cottage leader are advised to take good care of the
younger children

3

Some children were irregular in their
homework

Children were advised to be regular in their
homework and the wardens were requested to pay
special attention to such children

Group Meeting:
The entire occupants of an individual cottage are referred as a group. A group has a leader
of its own. This group meeting falls on every Wednesday 7 to 8 pm. The purpose of this meeting
is to groom family spirit and leadership skill and to enhance the cautiousness of cottage cleanliness
and personal hygiene, cautiousness on personal belongings and to eradicate the sense of
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malpractice if any as early as possible from the child. The group leader uses to take notes of the
group member’s belongings while the member starts her very first day in the cottage. The meeting
takes place in the presence of Ms. Shanmugavalli chief warden and Ms. Manamalar warden. In the
meeting the leader uses to inspect the personal and cottage’s cleanliness. Then she inspects the
personal belongings of each child cross-checking with the list she has. More or less in the
belongings the child needed to give an explanation to the leader. The child needed to give an
explanation to the wardens unless her explanation was not satisfies the leader. The wardens are all
well expertised to handle these kinds of situations in the harmonious manner. The following are
few major problems identified and solved.

SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

Children use to keep toiletries together
with their clothes

Children are advised to use separate box for the
toiletries

2

Often some children forgot to clear their
clothes from drying rope

Two children were assigned to make sure of it

3

Some children have other children’s
clothes in their box

Children were advised not to touch other children’s
belongings
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Medical Camp:
We use to conduct the medical camp twice a year in a regular interval of six months. The
medical camp was availed from Vinayaka Missions’s Medical College – Karaikal. The camp was
lead by two doctors Dr. Inbarasi M.B.B.S and Dr. Padmavathy M.D.,D.V. All the children’s
height and weight were measured and the blood samples were collected.

The doctors had

consulted each student individually and prescribed medicines those who had needed it. Then the
good doctors gave lectures about healthy life style. The doctors have urged the importance of
nutritious food and balance between the body and mind.
Literary Association Day Celebration:
We are celebrating this day with several competitions. The purpose of this celebration is to
encourage the children to express their extracurricular skills. The celebration took place on 19th of
August. The competitions were between the cottage groups according to the children’s school
grades. The competition covers wide range of skills such as speech, essay, poetry, singing,
dancing, painting, Tirukural recitation, drama and so on. The chief guests of this occasion were
our honorable Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian, and our manager Ms. Joselin. The winners and
runners were rewarded and all the participants were appreciated. On his honorable speech our
Executive Director has mentioned that the real winning is participating and expressing the talent in
competitions. It was evidently noted that the individual skills of the children are being improved.
School Visit:
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We are following this procedure regularly once in a month to follow up the children’s
education, discipline and behavior in the school. The children with good prospects are use to
appreciate with rewards. Naughty children are use to take care by wardens by giving good care,
advice and by giving the picture of their future. Here the dedication and care of the wardens for
the children plays a vital role in this procedure. The wardens are use to interact with the children’s
class teacher and to make a note about each children. The wardens use to go through the previous
notes to identify the improvement of the children. The following are the major problems identified
and solved.
SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

The higher classes children have lack of
cautiousness while walking for their school

The children were advised about the importance of
cautiousness

2

11th standard children were not attentive in
their class

3

Some children were not properly taking
their lunch

The children were advised about their education
and their future
The children were advised to take their lunch
properly

Quality of Education:
A target is fixed by the Pudhu Irudhayam administration that to get 50% of pass in the
quarterly and 75% of pass in half yearly and 100% of pass in annual examination. The children’s
performance was above than the expectation of the administration.
Excursion:
In the last academic year children were taken to an excursion on 15th of January. Children
were taken to Mayiladuthurai, Thiruvidaikazhi Murgan temple and to Tranquebar beach. The
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temples in Mayiladuthurai and Thiruvidaikazhi are very ancient and famous.

Children were

witnessed the marvelous construction of the temple towers and scultptures. Finally the children
were taken to tranquebar beach. There they enjoyed playing in the beach as much as they could.
Dance Practice:

The dance practice takes place every weekend or in the holidays. The practice is being
given by chief warden M. Shanmugavalli, warden G. Malar and accompanied by the senior
students Vijayakumari, Jayamary, Pavithra. Variety of dances being taught to the children like in
classical Bharathanatiyam, in folks Kolattam, Mayilattam, Karagam, Thappu and dance also being
taught to the awareness songs of Tamil movies. This practice gives a gateway to the children to
participate in the cultural programs and competitions taking place in our institute as well as in their
schools. This regular practice gives the sound body and clarity of mind to the children.
Sports:
Our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian gives a keen importance to the children’s physical
activities especially such as sports and games. Every evening after returned from school children
are use to play certain amount of time together in open air. In holidays the amount of time will be
increased. The sports competitions will take place often as part of the festival celebrations such as
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Deepavali, Christmas and Pongal in our orphanage. An entire day in an academic year is reserved
for the sports celebration by our institute as well as by schools. Our Executive Director often uses
to say that the sports and games is a fine tool to cauterize the children’s bad tendencies and mould
them into extraordinary humans. He has proved his theory on many occasions.
Celebrations:
We had a handsome list of celebrations took place in the last academic year and we are
very delightful to share the few.
Birthday of our Honorable Executive Director:
We have celebrated our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian’s birthday in our home. All the
children and staves were joyfully participated in the celebration. Prayer, dance, songs and poems
are all taken place wishing our Honorable Executive Director. The celebration was concluded with
a hearty speech of our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian.
Independence Day:
The Independence Day of India falls on 15th of August. We have invited the Panchayat
Chairman Mr. Viswanathan and the Vice Chairman of Panchayat Mr. Gunasekaran as chief guests.
The Panchayat Chairman has hoisted the national flag and gave a speech to the children. The
speech was about non-violence, sacrifice, valor and honor of the freedom fighters. In his speech
he also mentioned the education should be with a distance vision of the children. The chief guest
concluded the celebrations by distributing sweets to the children.
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Deepavali:

The most auspicious and joyful festival celebrated by all the age groups of people in India
is Deepavali ‘The Festival of Light’. People starts celebrating the Deepavali by taking oil bath
then offering prayer, wearing new dresses, sharing sweets and savouries with friends and
neighbours and then most important part is firing crackers rest of the day. We did not want our
children to miss a glimpse of traditional Deepavali celebration. In the traditional manner our
children has celebrated the Deepavali by wearing new clothes, they have treated with sweets and
they had enjoyed firing the crackers under wardens’ supervision.
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Pongal:
The Pongal ‘The harvest festival’ otherwise called as ‘Tamils festival’. Pongal is also a
dish made by new rice. The four-day festival is dedicated to the Sun God. The first rice of the
season is boiled to consecrate to the Sun. In the traditional manner our children cooked and
consecrated the Pongal to the God. Children enjoyed eating the Pongal together. Following that
several sports and games competition took place in a group to group manner. Children actively
enjoyed the competitions.
Christmas:

We have celebrated the festival Christmas together with all the children of our orphanage
and with staves for about two days. As a part of the celebration several competitions took place
such as dance, speech, sports and so on. The children had competed and won some prizes.
Government Officials Visit:
The following government officials have visited our orphanage for the purpose of
inspection and meeting.
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1) On 22-02-2017 inspection officer Mr. Senthil Kumar from inspection department of
Taluk Office, Tranquebar visited our home.
2) On 25-04-2018 Village Administrative Officer of Thiruvidaikazhi P. Arul Mozhi
visited our home.
3) On 30-05-2018 District Children Protection Officer, on 18-09-2018 for orphanage
licence and strength inspection and on 26-11-2018 Arokyaraj DCPO staff for home
management meeting visited our home.
4) On 12-07-2018 social auditor Mr. Baskar from National Commission for Protection of
Child Rights Department visited our home.
5) On 23-07-2018 Ms. K. Mallika chairperson of Child Welfare Committee,
Mayiladuthurai visited our home.

On 15-08-2018 a team of officers of same

department visited our home.
6) On 10-08-2018 Fire and Rescue Department officers visited our home.
7) On 04-12-2018 Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. Venkatraman inspected for sanitary certificate.
8) On 29-12-2018 Mr. Vaithiyanathan Civil Supplies Department officer visited our
home.
Agency Visit:
Mr. Jan, Ms. Lia and Mr. Bjorn visited the Pudhu Irudhayam on 20-12-2018.

The

following day the guests engaged themselves in the official work and in the evening ‘Christmas
Tree Celebration’ took place and new dresses were gifted to all the children by the guests. On 2212-2018 the guests visited the beneficiary village children in their homes and in the evening the
guests met all the Pudhu Irudhayam children cottage by cottage. Following day all the children
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have exhibited their special and creative skill in the way of painting, sculpture, papercraft, etc. to
the guests. The same evening the guests were left to Pudhu Punal.
Conclusion:
The Pudhu Irudhayam children are living here joyfully with good health condition in a
harmonious atmosphere. The children are utilizing the platform of developing their extracurricular
skill, individual skill and creative skill. The children here are moulding themselves in discipline,
behavior and in obedience. So far the children have learnt the importance of team work. A
balanced life is being given to the children here. The children are constructing their bright future
in the path we have laid in front of them.
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Pudhu Vasantham
Introduction:
“Like the seed of tree, firmness in its hardworking like the banyan root,
confidence in its sound heart, marching in its glorious path.... The Pudhu Vasantham”

Apart from cast and creed, the children are living as a family in the Pudhu Vasantham’s
embrace. Our Pudhu Vasantham home commenced its operation in 1998. The Pudhu Vasantham
home is one of the homes under the St. Joseph Development Trust.

Here we embrace the

distressed, tribe and grass root girl children without any cast and creed by offering nutritious food,
secured boarding facility and clean and healthy environment. Our home keeps on achieving as a
torchbearer of young children’s bright future. “Education is our weapon, art is our shield, handful
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of talent, intellect and efficacy” hence our home is not only concentrating on the education as well
as we are opening the gateway to excel in the art. The responsibilities of our home are shared by
Dr. I. Sebastian as Executive Director, Rev.Sr. Jaya SSJV as chief warden, Rev.Sr. Saleth SSJV
and Ms. Priyadharshini as wardens, Mr. Sagayaraj and Ms. Sagayarani as cooks, Mr. Karuppiah
and Mr. Boopathi as watchmen. The children in our home are living very happily with different
talents. Among the 106 children 36 children are supported by CHN agency.
Daily Prayer:
“If there is no spirituality in the world there will be no morality and there will be no noble
ambition”
as by these Swami Vivekananda’s words we do our prayer assembly twice a day morning
and in the evening. The Morning Prayer helps the children to lead the day peacefully and joyfully.
This prayer session covers bible reading, Thought of the day, a small sermon, devotional songs,
intercession and songs. We are teaching the importance of prayers to the children. The night
prayer session additionally consists of devotional and moral stories.

Orphanage Strength and Admission:
Aim:
From the year 1998 our Pudhu Vasantham children home started its functional gloriously.
The aim of our Pudhu Vasantham home is to embrace contempt and destitute girl children, to offer
them good education, protection and to nurture them to shine in their life.
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Admission:
We are admitting the girl children living in the village of hill stations who do not have the
access to education, orphan children, the children living with their guardians, the children who are
unable to educate due to poverty and the family which have four or more girl children. Our home
staves use to visit the children’s home to get the whole picture of the child’s and her family
situation. When the child is identified as in real need without hesitation we embrace the child to
our orphanage.
Panchayat Meeting:
The aim of this meeting is to groom the children in self governance skill and to express
their inconvenience in the home if any, to express the issues if any among themselves, to express
the issues and inconvenience in which children are use to face outside of the home. This meeting
is a tool to shape the children in proper manners, behavior and in right attitude. In other hand the
meeting helps to improve the leadership skills in children because the children themselves are the
leaders of this meeting.
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The Panchayat Meeting gives us the opportunity come to know about all the children’s
thoughts and feels as well as it opens a door for the children to express themselves to get the
solution. The Panchayat Meeting takes place on every Friday between 6 and 7:30 in the evening in
the presence of wardens. The meeting commences with our institution’s pledge. In the meeting
the children are use to share their entire week experience. The children’s complaints as well as
ideas and suggestions are collected and analyzed by the leaders thoughtfully in a way to proper
decision. The meeting is organized with the target of 4 per month and 36 per year. We gladly
share that we have successfully conducted 33 meetings in the last academic year 2018-19. The
following are the major problems identified and solved.
SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

We came to know that few children were
not attentive in the school morning prayer

All the children were gathered and counseled the
importance of prayer

2

Came to know that high school children are
not taking their lunch properly

Those children were advised if they skip their
lunch their dinner will not be provided. After that
it was observed the children are taking their
lunches properly and a leader was assigned to
monitor the children

3

Children are not informing when they are
sick, other children use to report it

Children are advised to report group leader
whatever the complications they are facing and the
group leader will report it to wardens

4

Irregular in their homework

Wardens taking special care on such children
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Group Meeting:
Group Meeting is being conducted to groom family spirit and leadership skill and to ensure
the cottage’s cleanliness, personal hygiene, children’s personal belongings and stationeries. The
stationeries on short will be provided by the institution to the children.

The occupants of a cottage referred as a group. A girl of the group is the leader. It is the
leader’s responsibility to make sure the cottage’s hygiene, children personal hygiene and for the
children’s personal belongings.

Hence the leader inspects the above mentioned aspects

respectively. The purpose of the meeting is this inspection. The Group Meeting falls on every
Tuesday between 6 and 7:30 in the evening in the presence of wardens. Eight leaders use to
inspect the eight of their concerned cottages. This regular meeting nurtures the children in hygiene
as well as in the cautiousness about their belongings. The meeting was intended as monthly 4 and
yearly 36. It is our pleasure to share you we have successfully conducted 33 of this meeting in the
last academic year 2018-19. The following are the major problems identified and solved.
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SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

Some of the children’s clothes were not
properly folded and arranged and the list
was missing which should be pasted
inside of the suitcase

The group leader taken care of the clothes and the
list.

2

Some children were in lack of toiletries
and they did not asked for the supply

The children are advised to share everything with
their group leader and to treat her as family

3

Children often forgot to take clothes from
the drying rope.

Two children are assigned to clear the ropes

Counseling:
“As the banyan and the acacia strengthen the teeth, so Naladiyar
and Kural gives force to speech”
(Naladiyar and Kural are two celebrated poetic works on moral subjects in the language
Tamil)
as to this proverb we are directing our children in such a path. But in the modern life style,
sometimes it became unavoidable for some children to stick with melancholy, mental desperation,
psychological scruples, quarrel among each other. To procure such children’s physical and mental
health we conduct this counseling.

We fill such children’s cup with positive thoughts in a

motherly approach.
“One who walks in the trail is an ordinary being
One who makes the trail is an extraordinary being”
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We are trying to make the children to realize such beautiful aspects of this life through counseling
as well as we are giving knowledge about the relation between physical and mental health.
This program also covers the children’s way of speech, behaviour, self respect and social
responsibility.

In this way we are giving our children a better future, developing a better

generation and developing a better world. We have successfully conducted 20 of this program in
the last academic year.
Bedtime Stories:
“The completeness of human evolution is based on one’s thought”
“A family is not a bunch of people; it is a combined expression of love”
“It is not about time sake, but the beauty of human relation is eternal”
Our wish is everyone in this world to live harmoniously and prosperously. There is a
relation between mental-wellness and physical-wellness.

Our mood is the mirror of our

appearance and efficacy. Nutritious food, sufficient activity of body and mind, exercises, rest,
meditation and enough sleep are the aspects give profoundness to the body and mind. Hence we
are giving such ideas and suggestion through bedtime stories to the children.
We are motivating the children by motivational, inspirational and spiritual stories to live a
meaningful life. We urge the children to demand respect by respecting. By advising through
thoughtful and spiritual stories, we are inspiring the children to live a harmonious life.
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School Visit:
“Let us learn the language of rain drops
Let us find peace in the fragrance of flowers”
As said in above words we expect our children to excel not only in studies as well as in sports and
in extracurricular activities. Ensuring the children’s performance in school is the purpose of
school visit.
There sustains a good relationship between our Pudhu Vasantham staff and the school
teachers. Our orphanage staves and the school staves are dedicated themselves to make each child
as multitalented child. We are visiting the school once in a month. We are conducting evening
special classes for Mathematics and English in our Pudhu Vasantham home. 11 is the target for
this meeting and we have achieved it in the last academic year 2018-19. The following are the
major problems identified and solved.
SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

A child who is mentally retarded for a
certain percentage was unable to perform
to the level of her teachers’ expectation in
her 9th standard

She was switched to another school and placed in
the 8th standard

2

Another child who is mentally sound was
struggled a lot to learn the subject Tamil in
her 9th standard

The child was switched to other school and placed
in the 8th standard

Medical Camp:
“Freedom from sickness is true happiness and
competence is true riches”.
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To monitor the children’s health condition we are organizing such Medical Camp.
Children’s height and weight will be measured. Blood samples will be taken to analyze whether
the children are suffering from any communicable or seasonal disease.
We are conducting this medical camp twice a year. Recently this medical camp took place
on March 3rd 2019. In this camp few children were diagnosed with common cold and anemia.
The camp was guided by Rev.Sr. Jaya. This year DTP vaccine was given to the children those
who are studying in R.C middle school by Ammainayakkanur government hospital. Under the
clean India campaign children are given awareness about dengue fever and plastic eradication.
Stock checkup:
We are conducting this checkup to get the status of all our provisions. Yearly thrice is the
target for this checkup and we have achieved the target of last academic year 2018-19. This
inspection use to preside by the wardens. The three of the wardens use to divide the area of
inspection among them such as
 Rev. Sr. Jaya -

Furnitures and Library

 Rev. Sr. Sasi -

Kitchen Vessels and Office Room

 Miss. Priya

Dance Things and Garden Things

-

Literary Association Celebration:
We have celebrated the Literary Association Celebration together with the Republic day
celebration this year on 26.01.2019. Special guests to this celebration were Rev.Bro. Joseph
Fernando, our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian, and Ms. Joselin.
announced the competition results and distributed the prizes.
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The chief guests had

These kind of celebrations are an opportunity to the children to wipe out there stage fear
and to express their talents. As well as children are developing their skills in the vast field such as
speech, poetry, dance and many more. Children were explained in a detailed manner about the
Republic day.

Then sweets were distributed to the children.

Children were enjoyed the

celebration very much.
Dance Practice:

In the weekends and holidays children are use to practice dances. Rev.Sr. Libya and Ms.
Priya are giving the dance practice to children. Children are being given practice in Bharatham,
Kolattam, Mayilattam, Karagam, Rajasthani, Thappu, Kathakali and Manipuri. Our children have
won a title named ‘Future Super Dancers’ as first prize by competing in a dance competition
organized by Dindigul Art Trust on 09.12.2018. Moreover Our Kalladipatti children won many
prizes in their school annual day celebration. Not only in the dance but also in painting, education
and in speech competition they are winning the prizes. Dancing gives flexibility and endurance to
the children’s body and clarity in their mind.
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Sports Competition:
We use to conduct sports competitions in all the festival celebrations such as Pongal,
Deepavali and Christmas. We encourage the children by awarding prizes to the winners and
runners. Especially we celebrate a day particularly for the sports competitions called Sports Day.
In the last academic year we had celebrated the sports day on 19 th march. The celebration was
presided by Ms. Joselin. She distributed the prizes to the winners and runners.
Food Panel Meeting:
“A Sound Mind in a Sound Body”
Hence we are providing nutritionally balanced meal to our children. This meeting is being
conducted in the sense to acquire information about children’s opinion and menu as well as the
Pros and Cons about the meal being collected for the remedy. The last meeting was together
presided by Rev.Sr. Soosai and Rev.Sr. Libiya. We were comfortably achieved the target 11 out of
11 of this meeting.

Celebrations:
Birthday of our Executive Director:
We have well celebrated our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian’s birthday in our home.
All the children and staves of our Pudhu Vasantham home were participated in the celebration.
Regarding our Executive Director’s birthday our home children had planted many saplings.
Sweets were distributed to the children.
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Independence Day:
The Independence Day falls on 15th of August.

The ‘Human Resource’ officer of

Thiyagaraja Mill Mr. Saravanan was the chief guest of last Independence Day celebration. He
hoisted the national flag and gave speech to the children. The speech was about honoring the
freedom fighters especially the valor and courage of women freedom fighters and those who held
the non-violence as their mighty weapon. Our child M. Karthika gave a spectacular speech about
the Independence Day and the importance of its celebration. At the end of the celebration sweets
were distributed to all the children.
Birthday Celebration:
We use to celebrate the birthdays of the children on a chosen day of the month in which the
children’s birthdays falls on. To protect the children from self pity and to delight them about their
birthdays we are celebrating this celebration monthly once. Our institution use to gift the children
with new dresses and sweets on this occasion. We commence the celebration with prayer then we
wish the children to delight them. The celebration comes to end by the distribution of sweets.
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Christmas:
Our Pudhu Vasantham children celebrated the festival Christmas joyfully together with
Pudhu Punal home children in our SJDT head office. As a part of the celebration lot of cultural
programs and competitions took place. Our children have competed in the Bharatham and in few
other dance competitions and won the first prize. Our institution has treated the children with new
dress and with delicious meal.
Pongal:
The festival Pongal falls on the 1st day of the Tamil month Thai. The festival is known as
the ‘Harvest Festival’.

Consecrating the dish Pongal to Sun God is the traditional way of

celebrating this festival. We celebrated the festival in such traditional way. We treated the
children with delicious Pongal and with sugarcane. In the celebration we gave a small lecture
about the significance and importance of the festival Pongal.
Agency Visit:
The guests Mr. Jan, Ms. Lia and Mr. Bjorn visited the Pudhu Vasantham on 27-12-2019.
The guests visited the cottage and exhibition of the children, participated in the sports, reviewed
the office records, distributed the new dresses to the children and participated in the Christmas
Tree celebration. The guests left the Pudhu Vasantham by the same night.
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Conclusion:
We have achieved our institution’s aim by giving education, discipline and individual
skills. Our institution is a ladder and an elixir for the poor and the destitute children. We have
developed the children’s physical, mental and spiritual wellness and our children are living with
great humanity in this society.
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Pudhu Udhayam
‘Kindness is a language the blind can see and the deaf can hear.'
-

Mark Twain

Introduction:
“Giving love a mother
A conscientious father
A friend in need”
An elegant combination of these three relationships………Our Executive Director
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The name ‘Pudhu Udhayam’ stands for New Dawn. Pudhu Udhayam is a school and home
for mentally challenged children. Our Pudhu Udhayam special school and home is a new dawn to
bestow a new world. The foundation of this special school and home was laid on our Honorable
Executive Director’s tireless hardwork, clemency and on his loving nature. This special school
commenced its operational in 2002. The school provides life-oriented education, training in daily
living skills along with vocational training in preparation for adulthood. Among the 35 children
20 children are supported by CHN agency. Praying the heavenly lord for the endless growth of
our school and home, we are submitting the annual report of the academic year 2018-19.
Aim:
To enlighten the life of children who have deficiency in knowledge and skills by helping
them to overcome their own difficulties and also provide them with good education & vocational
training for the goodness of their future.

Activities:
General Activities:
After rising from bed children use to attend prayer then children are involved in self
cleaning and environment cleaning. After the school hours children use to water the plants, engage
themselves in games and watch TV.
School Activities:
In school children are taught yoga as well as ADLS (activities of daily life), drawing,
painting and games which are all daily routine of school.
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Vocational Training:
Vocational training such as phenyl production, garland making, stringing bead necklaces
and vegetation of vegetables and spinach is being given to the children.
The phenyl produced by our Pudhu Udhayam children is used in all of our orphanages and
also it is supplied to three industries in our neighborhood.

Celebrations:
Independence Day:
The Independence Day falls on August 15th. We have invited the Revenue Inspector of
Ammainayakanur as chief guest. The chief guest hoisted the national flag and gave a wonderful
speech. The sweets were distributed to the children at the end of the celebration.
Republic Day:
The Republic Day falls on January 26th. The human resource officer of Thiyagarajar mill
was the chief guest. After hoisting the national flag the chief guest gave a good speech. The
celebration was concluded by distributing sweets to children.
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Christmas:
The festival Christmas was joyfully celebrated in our Pudhu Udhayam home. Our children
enjoyed the celebration by singing and dancing. Our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian treated
the children with new dress and with delicious savouries.

International Day of Disabled Persons:
3rd of December is an international observance promoted by the United Nations since 1992.
It has been observed with varying degrees of success around the planet. The observance of the
Day aims to promote an understanding of disability issues and mobilize support for the dignity,
rights and well-being of persons with disabilities. It also seeks to increase awareness of gains to be
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derived from the integration of persons with disabilities in every aspect of political, social,
economic and cultural life. Each year the day focuses on a different issue.
A district level meet and celebrations between the special schools organized every year on
this special day. This year it took place in ‘Om Sakthi Matric Higher Secondary School, Dindigul’
the meeting was preceded by Ministers and District Collector. All the special school children in
our district have participated in this celebration.

Some of our children were competed in the painting competition and won the prizes. Then
our children amused the audience by performing a solo and a group dance. S. Rama, S. Devika, R.
Priya, M. Bavatharani, I. Selvi are the children participated in the group dance. R. Priya the child
who gave the solo performance. All the children were appreciated and awarded by Developmental
Disabilities Regional Officer (DDRO).
Sports Competition:
District level sports competition takes place every year for the disabled children. Last year
it took place on November 8th at Dindigul. Our children have competed in several events. Our
child V. Udhayanithi placed himself second in shot put. S. Rama placed herself third in the shot
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put as well. In Kabadi our children placed themselves in second. The children were awarded with
medals and certificates.
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Staff Meeting:
Staff meeting takes place on every Monday. In this meeting weekly plan will be discussed
and prepared. Later it will be sent to the head office for consideration and authorization. Most
importantly the children’s welfare is being discussed in this meeting. Daily plan and Monthly plan
are also being promptly sent to head office for authorization.
Every month end supervising and plan meeting takes place. The meeting use to lead by our
Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian and our Executive Member S. Joselin. In their presence the
discussion and the preparation of project draft being done for the upcoming month.
Exposure Visit:
A team of our three special teachers attended a workshop in Trichy on 27-03-2019 which
was conducted by two special residential schools named Intact and Arivalayam which are very
famous for their workshops. The workshop was very useful for us in the life-oriented education,
training in daily living skills and vocational training in preparation for adulthood.
Admission:
Children are admitted on the basis of IQ assessment. This includes children with Down
syndrome, Autism, Mild Cerebral Palsy and children with multiple problems. Priority is given to
the abandoned, economically poor and rural children who are deprived of rehabilitation
opportunities.
On every April and May our Pudhu Udhayam staves use to field visit the villages located
around our school to identify and admit the needy children. We use to admit the children age
between 5 and 18.
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Methodology:
Children are trained in academic and non-academic skills. The general pattern of work is
activity followed by rest. Individual programmes, based on Madras Development Programming
System (MDPS) are made to suit the special needs of the children according to their
chronological age and Intelligence Quotient (IQ). The assessment of the child is based on
observation of behaviour that occur in the routines of daily lives and parents, relatives, teachers,
physicians, who have directly observe the child’s behaviour are consulted.
Therapy:
The school has a full-time physical therapist on staff who works individually with the
children, oversees and recommends alternate therapies available at the school, such as speech
therapy, yoga, music and sensory stimulation.
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Rehabilitation:
The aim is for each individual child to be rehabilitated to the nearest point of normalcy.
When the children reach 10 years of age school takes effort to identify the child’s special skills to
provide opportunities and experience for future vocational training.
Parents Meeting:
Parents meeting use to take place every second Saturday of the month. In this meeting
children’s diet, sanitation, improvement, vocational training, medical treatment, physiotherapy and
some more aspects are being explained and discussed with the parents. Ideas and suggestions are
being collected for the future betterment.
Medical Camp:
Medical camp takes place once in a month in our Pudhu Udhayam. A medical team from
Ammainayakkanur Primary Health Centre use to do Medical Camp.
Government Official Visits:
Every month the Developmental Disabilities Regional Officer (DDRO) use to visit our
school. Fire Department Officers, Health Department Officers, Village Administrative Officer,
Civil Supplies Officer were visited and inspected our school.

Everybody appreciated the

cleanliness of our children as well as our school.
Government Aid:
Under several schemes the government is aiding the disabled on providing appliances.
Under this scheme the government provided MSIED kit and wheel chair to few of our children. It
is very useful for our children.
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Evaluation:
Evaluation takes place thrice in a year to observe the progress of the children. It took place
on December and March in the last academic year. The special teacher of ‘Image Special School
of Theni’ conducted the evaluation. All our children performed excellently in all the exercises.
Thanks Note:
We Pudhu Udhayam school staves and children submit our sincere gratitude to the
Executive Director of St. Joseph Development Trust Dr. I. Sebastian for the excellent guidance and
administration and we express our hearty gratitude to the divine souls supporting us by their
graciousness and generosity.
Agency Visit:
The guests Mr. Jan, Ms. Lia and Mr. Bjorn visited the Pudhu Udhayam on 27-12-2018.
The guests visited the children’s cottage, physiotherapy, classroom activities, reviewed the office
records, and participated in the yoga and games with the children.
Conclusion:
Our men and women are serving selflessly very hard for the development of this Pudhu
Udhayam special school. We pray for them to the almighty lord.
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Pudhu Punal
“We cannot all do great things,
but we can do small things with great love and
together we can do something wonderful”
-Mother Teresa

Introduction:
Like the honey bee nest our all activities take place together in our Pudhu Punal home.
‘Pudhu Punal’ the home for the destitute and abandoned children comes under the administration
of St. Joseph Development Trust. The home fulfills the basic needs such as food, clothing,
accommodation and education of the children. Pudhu Punal is the home of support and confident
for the poor and distressed children. Among the 245 children 202 children are supported by
CHN agency.
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“The home that eases the hunger
A conservator of the agonized children
It is our Pudhu Punal”
Our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian is taking care of the entire institution as well as
participating in all the children’s activities as a loving father and a great mentor. Ms. Joselin and
Ms. Devibala are serving in a good way as managers. The wardens are Ms. Abisha, Ms. Princy,
Ms. Kavitha and Ms. Jeya. By the dedicated service of the above mentioned people the children
are growing as such good humans with the competence to cross over all the barriers.
Prayers:
Our children are being practiced in the prayers of the religions Christianity, Hinduism and
Islamism to make them realize that all the religions are pointing the same destiny. Everyday we
take a point and use to worship and meditate on it (e.g. for patients, for all souls, for the people
suffering by natural calamities, etc).
Admission:
In summer holidays our Pudhu Punal staves visit every home of the nearby villages and the
villages in the hill station to identify the destitute, the parentless children and the children with
struggling single parent. Our staves explain the services of the St. Jospeh Development Trust
ensuring the children’s bright future to the parents or to the relatives of the child.
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Panchayat Meeting:
The purpose of this meeting is Leadership and Self Governance grooming and to discuss, to
come up with a solution for the complications faced by children among themselves, inside the
home and outside the home.

The Panchayat Meeting takes place on every Friday between 6 and 7.30pm. The children
conduct themselves this meeting in the presence of wardens. Five of the children are leaders of
this meeting. The meeting commence with pledge of the institution. Then the issues were
discussed and the leaders come up with the solution. The meeting is concluded with a prayer. The
following are some major problems identified and solved through Panchayat Meeting.
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SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

Some children identified skipping lunch in
their schools

Those children were advised if they skip their
lunch their dinner will not be provided. After that
it was observed the children are taking their
lunches properly

2

It was observed that the cottage leaders
are taking care of their group children in
the warden’s presence only otherwise
there was slackness in the caring.

A meeting was organized for the group leaders by
wardens. The group leaders are advised and given
the picture of responsibility. Thus the problem
was rectified.

3

It was identified some children were
wearing torn uniforms and ununiforms for
their schools

In the parents meeting it was explained to the
children’s parents. The parents were understood
and bought new uniforms to their children.

4

It was found some children were irregular
in their homework

A warden was specially assigned to take care of
these children in their homework

Group Meeting:
The purpose of this meeting is family spirit and leadership skill grooming and to create a
habit of personal and environmental hygiene as well as cautiousness in the belongings.
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The meeting takes place every Tuesday between 6pm and 7.30pm. The group leader use to
do the inspection of the children’s cleanliness and the cottage’s cleanliness. Other part of this
meeting is verifying the children’s belongings using an individual list of child’s belongings which
was prepared on the very first day of the child in the cottage. An explanation is required from the
child whether less or above things in the child’s belongings. This meeting is also used as a way to
supply the school stationeries to the children. The meeting takes place in the presence of the
wardens. The following are some major problems identified and solved through group meeting.
SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

Uncleanliness of boxes and bags

Children were trained to maintain their boxes and
bags cleanly and neatly

2

Things missing

By often checking boxes and bags the missing
things were found and the missing were subsided.

3

Torn clothes in the box

The group leader use to stitch the torn clothes for
her group member

4

Toiletries

Toiletries shared by the group leader with her
cottage mate until the new one provided by the
institution

School Visit:
On school visit wardens use to meet the class teacher of the children to gather information
about the attentiveness, manners, behaviour and discipline of the children and also to identify the
children’s individual and creative skill to mould them in their special skills. Following are the
major problems identified and solved by school visit.
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SL.NO

MAJOR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PROBLEMS SOLVED

1

Lunch was provided upto 8th standard only
in school

On request of the wardens the principal whole
heartedly accepted to provide lunch for higher
classes also

2

One of the child was accused of torn apart
her teacher’s book

On the enquiry of warden in school the teacher
came to know that it was done by some other child.

3

There was lack of drinking water facility in
the school

4

Children attempted to ran away from
school

The wardens talked about the safety of the children
with principal. Now the children are not allowed to
come out of the school campus by themselves

School bus timing

Our warden talked with the time keeper and
requested the proper timing. Hence the bus is
coming in the right timing

5

On the request of the wardens the principal
facilitated drinking water

Medical Camp:
The Medical Camp uses to takes place twice a year. It took place once in the last year.
The camp was organized from Sakthi Clinic which is a multi-speciality hospital in Batlagundu.
The camp was lead by Dr. Devendiran. All the children’s height and weight were measured and
blood samples were collected. Medicines were prescribed to the needy children.
Reading Magazines:
The following monthly magazines are availed for the children of our Pudhu Punal home.
Salesian Thoothan (Salesian messenger), Arumbu (Bud), Arulmozhi (Language of Grace) and
Narkarunai Veeran (Eucharist Warrior). We use to organize quiz, drawing and essay competition
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from these magazines. Children are given prizes for the encouragement. Clarifications are being
given by the wardens to the children.
We believe these kinds of activities will increase the spirituality and mental strength in the
children which will help them to cross over all the barriers in their life.
Dance Practice:
Dance practice being given to the children in the weekends. Dance practice is given by the
well trained senior students S. Dayana, G. Dhanam, I. Indhumathi, and T. Vellaiyammal. Children
are learning variety of dances such as Karagattam, Oyilattam, Rajasthani, and Bharatham.
Children are use to participate in the cultural programs and district level competitions.
Sapling Plantation:
It is our target to plant two saplings in a month and 24 saplings in a year. We are
comfortably achieving the target. We are very keen in maintaining a natural atmosphere in our
home.
Excursion:
Our Pudhupunal children and staves were taken to Madurai as an excursion on 27-09-2018.
There we visited ‘Meenakshi Amman Temple’ and ‘Hall of thousand Pillars’.

On 28th of

December children were taken to a ‘Book Festival’ took place in Dinidigul, then to ‘Dindigul Rock
Fort’ and finally to the famous ‘Abirami Amman Temple’ in the same city. Children are often
taken to shopping to nearby town Batlagundu by the manager.
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Counseling:
“When the success is missed the failure embraces
And guides to the very success”
Counseling is being given to children identified in fear, anger, lack of confidence, etc. One
of the wardens Ms. Jeya has taken the responsibility. This program is organized in a regular
interval and also whenever needed. After the counseling it is been noted that children are returning
back to their own nature of enjoying every moment of life.
Bedtime Stories:
We use the bedtime stories as a tool to introspect the children themselves. We use to tell
inspirational, devotional and spiritual stories. After the completion of stories children are advised
to sit calmly and to analyze the whole day activities, their good and bad everything. If children
find any bad deed we encourage the children to find the root cause of the action such as fear,
anger, etc. Children are being taught through the stories to demonstrate hate by love, revengeful
actions by the loving forgiveness of helpful actions, unkindness by kindly thoughtfulness,
harshness by graciousness, pride by humbleness, cruelty by kindness, unrighteousness by
righteousness, falsehood by truth, jealousy by love, temptation by self-control and meditation,
restlessness by calmness, harsh speech by considerate words, evil behaviour by exemplary
conduct, selfishness by openhearted selflessness.
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Celebrations:
Birthday Celebration:
This celebration takes place once in a month. We celebrate all the children’s birthday
which falls on the same month on a particular day. The celebrating children together cut the cake
and serve themselves to all the children. All the staves and children use to take part in this
celebration. Our Executive Director uses to present new dresses as birthday gift to the children.

Birthday of our Executive Director:
Our Executive Director’s birthday falls on 07th of June. The celebration took place in our
head office. All the children and staves of St. Joseph Development Trust participated in the
celebration. Children delighted the guests by demonstrating few culturals.
Independence Day:
The Independence Day celebration was presided by our Executive Director Dr. I.
Sebastian. The Independence Day falls on 15th of August. The national flag was hoisted by our
Executive Director. Our Executive Director honored in his speech the great men and women who
have sacrificed their lives for the country’s freedom. Our Children Ganga Priya, and Ranjani gave
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speech about brave queen Jhansi Rani. The celebration was concluded with the distribution of
sweets.
Christmas:
There is lot of tradition being followed in India with the one aim of getting together. Last
year the Pudhu Vasantham children are gathered together in Pudhu Punal for the Christmas
celebration. On Christmas all the children were enjoyed participating in several culturals and
sports competition. Special meals were prepared for the children. Like every Christmas this one
also celebrated joyfully by all our children.
Pongal:
Pongal otherwise called as ‘Harvest Festival’.

It is a series of four day celebration.

Children were participated in the consecration of dish Pongal to God in the presence of wardens.
Pongal and sugar cane are served to children. Children enjoyed them very much. The following
day is dedicated for the agricultural equipments and for the animals used for agriculture especially
cows and bulls. In our home the cow was bathed, decorated and worshipped. All the children
were joyfully participated in that traditional ceremony. An additional joy of the celebration is one
of our sponsors Ms. Daphne participated in the festival celebration as a special guest.
Republic Day:
We have celebrated the Republic Day in our Pudhu Punal home. The Republic Day falls
on 26th of January. All the staves and children have participated in the celebration. ‘The Civil
Supplies’ officer of Dharmapuri district was invited as chief guest. The chief guest hoisted the
national flag and gave a good speech about ‘hard work’. The children were delighted and inspired
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by the speech. The senior children also gave speech about the Republic Day. The celebration was
concluded with national anthem and the distribution of sweets.
Literary Association Celebration:
Literary Association celebration of Pudhu Punal was lead by Rev. Bro. Joseph Fernando,
Rev. Sis. Saleth and Rev. Sis. Jaya Mary. Many children have expressed their talents in speech,
singing, poetry, dance and drama. Winners and runners were awarded with prizes and all the
participants were encouraged by the chief guests. Literary Association Celebration is a door way
for the children to express their extracurricular skills and creative skills.
Sports Competitions:
Our children have participated in several sports meet and won many prizes. Those are all
as follows.
Our children have competed in the district level sports meet which took place on 5th of
January in Theni. In athletics
S. Jensi

-

3rd place

-

Discus throw

M. Gopika

-

2nd place

-

400m Sprint

K. Muthu Pandiyan- 2nd place

-

400m Sprint

3rd place

-

200m Sprint as well as in Long Jump

T. Banu

-

Our children have competed in an interschool meet took place in NPR College, Natham on
February 15th our child A. Akshiliya placed herself 2nd in the 400m sprint.
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In another interschool competition took place on 20th of February in Nilakottai. Our
children’s volley ball team and Throw Ball team have placed themselves in second. In athletics
1st place

-

1500m Running

A. Akshiliya -

2nd

-

400m Sprint

A. Pauline Nisha -

2nd and 3rd

-

Long Jump and High Jump respectively

G. Vennila

-

Case Study:
The child name is S. Arockiya Punitha. She was living with her parents and her brother.
Unexpectedly her father died of a disease and in a few years her mother also passed away. Her
grandmother took care of both the children. She came to understand that it is a paramount task for
her to raise these children because of her declining years. She came to know about St. Joseph
Development Trust and its services especially to the girl children through a De La Salle brother.
The girl was 8 years old while she was accommodated in Pudhu Punal. Now she has turned 17
years and doing her business graduation. The enthusiastic girl utilized every opportunity available
in SJDT. She has excelled herself in dance, singing, prayer, poem, essay and speech.

Another case study we like to share is of L. Jancy Rani from a remote village Kilavarai in
Kodaikanal hills. Her mother passed away while the girl was 9 years old and her sick father was
unable to take care of her and her elder sister L. Anjala who was 10 years old. The helpless father
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approached the St. Joseph Development Trust. The two girls were accommodated in Pudhu Punal.
Now L. Jancy Rani has well completed her 12th standard and looking forward to join college. L.
Anjala has completed her nursing course.

Agency Visit:
The presence of our beloved guests Mr. Jan, Ms. Lia and Mr. Bjorn on Christmas made the
festival more joyful.

On Christmas Eve the guests distributed new dresses to Pudhu Punal

children. On Christmas the lovely guests participated in the sports meet of the children, visited the
cottages, attended the competitions between the children and celebrated the Christmas tree and on
28th December the guests participated in the gathering meeting of village beneficiary children.

Conclusion:
This report is dedicated to all our sponsors who have made St. Joseph Development Trust
what it is today. It is thanks to their generous support and contributions that we are able to reach
out and touch the lives of so many Children. We express our heartfelt gratitude to each one of
them.
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Report on Boy’s Village Orphanage

Introduction:
The Boy’s Village accommodates 26 of children. Some of the children are from the remote
village which does not have access to education, some children are from extremely economically
poor background and some children are abandoned. Boy’s village is educating them by providing
the daily needs and moulding them for their bright and self-sustained future. Among 26 children
11 children are supported by CHN Agency.
Education:
All the children are admitted in the G. Kallupatti Government Higher Secondary School.
The children’s education, behaviour and discipline in their school are being followed by the
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warden regularly in a month interval. In the evening children’s study is assisted by Rev. Bro.
Robert FSC. “Sound mind in a Sound Body” hence Boy’s Village is giving a keen attention in
children’s physical and mental health. Children were taught yoga and meditation by Rev. Bro.
Joseph Fernando FSC and are practicing regularly in the morning. In the evening running and
other physical exercises are being practiced by the children.
Spiritual Guidance:
We believe to raise the children as men with good morals spiritual guidance is necessary.
Children are being encouraged to read spiritual magazines which are available in our orphanage.
Always the bed-time stories are spiritual and moral stories. We taught the children to introspect
themselves before bed about the entire day’s activities.

In their introspection children were

advised to find their intention behind their bad action(s) if anything so we suggest the children to
cauterize such intentions and not to repeat such action in future. We advise the children to find
themselves whether they are being more good and happy than the day before.
Quiz Competition:
To make the studying more fun we conduct quiz program weekly once on the lessons
studied on the week. The boys were separated into four groups. The children are enjoying the
quiz program as well as the studying.
Celebrations:
Apart from creed our children are celebrating most of the festivals in our tradition such as
Deepavali, Pongal, etc. In our home we celebrate our Independence Day, Republic Day and all
Christian festivals.
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Sports Day:
Of all celebrations children very much enjoy the Sports Day celebration because the whole
day reserved for sports and games. We celebrate the Sports Day once in a year.
Agency Visit:
The representatives of CHN agency Mr. Jan, Ms. Lia and Mr. Bjorn visited the Boy’s
Village on 24-12-2018. The representatives distributed new dresses to the children and attended
the cultural program. The boys enjoyed very much their presence.
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Village Outreach

Introduction:
St. Joseph’s Development Trust is outreaching the village children of the districts Theni,
Dinidigul and Nagapattinam for their illumined life. As the percentage of literacy is very low in
these districts our Executive Director Dr. I .Sebastian is giving a keen attention for a prolonged
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period to those areas. The Nagapattinam district was devastated by Tsunami in the year 2004.
Many of the children were lost their parents and everything. Since St. Joseph’s Development Trust
is identifying and supporting such children. As well as we are focusing on the economically
underprivileged children in the above mentioned districts.

In villages 162 children are

supported by CHN Agency.
Family Background:
In Indian villages the system of caste and creed still in existence results in the inequality of
distribution, importance, privilege, respect and so on. Children of those suffering castes with great
yearning for education expecting a kind hand to reach them. With the sponsors support the St.
Joseph’s Development Trust is extending its hands to the deprived children.
Role of Sponsorship Department:
The Sponsorship Department acts as a bridge between the sponsor parents and sponsor
children. By the guidance of our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian the staves of sponsorship
department visit the villages to identify the underprivileged children for sponsorship.

The

Sponsorship Department often organizes gathering program for the children to acquaint with their
education status and the physical and mental status. Also the Sponsorship Department deals with
the communication between the sponsor parents and the sponsor children.
Benefits Acquired by Children:
To improve the life status of the children as well as their families we support them with
scholarship, school stationeries, dress, bed sheet, etc.
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To motivate, inspire and to deal with the children’s physical and psychological ruffles we
often invite professional motivational speakers and headmasters as special guests to give speech in
the gathering program.

The sports activity which is a part of the gathering program opens many doors to the
different villages’ children to socialize with themselves and it also serves as a tool to identify the
children’s individual skill.
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Field Visit:
School:
The staves of sponsorship department use to visit the schools in which the
sponsorship children are studying once in a month. They interact with the class teachers and
headmasters about the children’s discipline, learning skill, individual skill, etc.

Home:
After collecting the information about children the staves visit the children’s home
to discuss about it with the parents. The staves give counseling to the children as well as to the
parents.
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Executive Director’s Address:
We refer our Executive Director’s speech as ‘Words of Wisdom’. Not only the children
but the parents and staves also sharpen their ears for our Executive Director’s speech. In the last
year children’s gatherings our Executive Director guided the children by his speech in such a way
they are

 Children should choose professional courses in their higher studies
 Try to place themselves in government jobs and there is always vacancy in the defense
forces
 About safety and protection of women
 About self-employment and entrepreneurship
 About depression, anxiety and suicide of children
 Developing individual and multi-skills
 He appreciated and encouraged the part-time working students
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Agency Visit:
On 22-12-2018 the representatives of CHN agency Mr. Jan, Ms. Lia and Mr. Bjorn visited
series of villages and donated goats. The villages are Radhanallur Thottam, Railaditheru of
Thirukadaiyur, Vellakulam of Thirukadaiyur, Erukatencherry, Ozhugaimangalam and Perumal
Koil Pathu of Thiruvidaikazhi.

On the following day the representatives gave their presence for the gathering program of
village children of Tranquebar area in Erukatencherry meeting hall.
On 29-12-2018 the representatives reviewed files and records of Sponsorship Department
in head office.
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Staves Skills Enhancement
In the present scenario, staff training is considered as the source of gaining a competitive
advantage. Staff training refers to the process of increasing the knowledge and skills of the
workforce to enable them to perform their jobs more effectively. Skills enhancement is all about
getting the skills need to succeed at work. Skill enhancement is required in specific technical skills
and essential skills. The technical skills and knowledge needed for work are changing all the time
now, and therefore, everyone needs to be learning throughout their careers to stay relevant and
competitive.
The three days workshop was conducted by our Executive Director Dr. I. Sebastian and
Rev. Bro. Joseph Fernando. It has commenced with the review of St. Joseph’s Development
Trust’s Mission and Vision and the Principles and major writings of St. De La Salle.
The workshop took place on 22nd, 23rd and 24th of April covered wide set of skills such as
Positive and Negative energy, Characteristics of Ownership and Organization, Characteristics of
Leadership, Gregor’s theory, Care and Concern, Corrections, Conflicts Management,
Carefrontation, Environment, Timing, Approach, Steps Towards Resolving Issues and Yoga and
Meditation.
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Glimpses of the Festivals and Traditions Around the Villages We have Reached:
Mangani Thiruvizha (Mango Festival) of Karaikal:
Managani festival is a festival celebrated in Karaikal city every year in the Tamil
month of Aani. It is celebrated in the memory Lord Bikshantar who will be provided food
by Karaikal Ammaiyar, that is Amuthu Padayal in Tamil.
This festival's history relies on Karaikkal Ammaiyar's life.

The celebration is celebrated in the Tamil month of Aani (June - July) lasting a
month. Each day the Panchamurthi or the Five divine Gods idol are taken through each
streets of Karaikal. On the main day of the festival the huge idol of Lord Bikshatanar is
taken through the streets. On the same day, people of Karaikal throw Mangani or Mangoes
from their roof towards the crowd. Goodness of eating the Mango caught in the festival are:



The blessing of Lord Shiva is obtained.



Those who do not have issues for long years will give birth to child.

In the 30 days each day is celebrated with orchestras, debates, bharathanatyam dance, etc.
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Sri Mariamman Temple Festival of Ozhugaimangalam:
The history of this village and this temple is of 1500 years old.

The village

Ozhugaimangalam situated in the Nagapattinam District.
 The temple celebrates Tamil New Year Day falling almost on April 14th
 Panguni Great Festival in March-April
 Navarathri (Nine Nights) in September-October and
 Thai first day-Pongal falling almost on January 14th
People pray here for harmony among couples, re-union of families after separation,
for family prosperity and welfare of future generations.
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Velankanni Festival:
The Velankanni church or the Basilica of Our Lady of Good Health, located in the
Nagapattinam District of Tamil Nadu, is one of the country’s biggest catholic pilgrimage
centers.
It was on September the 8th that the Portuguese merchants dedicated the chapel to
Our Lady after subsequent improvements to the small permanent chapel which they built
immediately after being saved by the Mother. Therefore to celebrate the date of their safe
landing, they commenced this annual festival which spans 11 days from the 29 th of August
to the 8th of September.
Every year on the 29th of August at 6.30 pm, an impressive Flag Hoisting Ceremony
which marks the beginning of the festival is witnessed by large crowds of devotees praising
Our Lady of Health. Holy Mass is conducted from 6 am to 6.30 pm, 14 times in about 6
languages on all festival days. An illuminated and colorful chariot carrying the idol of Our
Lady of Health is taken in procession at around 8 pm every day from the 29th of September
till the 8th of August, which is a crowd pulling event. The procession is followed by a
Novena (liturgical service) later in the evening. The festival concludes with the lowering of
Our Lady’s Flag at 6.00 pm on the 8th of September while the Major Feast Mass is
conducted on the 8th of Sep at 6.15 am in the Shrine’s open-air auditorium. Additionally,
every day after the procession, cultural programs are held like musical concerts, plays,
Bharathanatyam performances, etc. in the open-air auditorium.
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Kanduri Festival of Nagore:
Nagore Dargah ( also called Nagoor Dargah or Syed Shahul Hameed Dargah or
Nagore Andavar dargah ) is a dargah built over the tomb of the Sufi saint Shahul Hameed
(1490–1579 CE). It is located in Nagore, a coastal town in the Nagapattinam district
of Tamil Nadu.
The most prominent event celebrated at Nagore dargah is the Kanduri festival.
Kanduri festival is a 14-day annual event celebrated during the urs (death anniversary) of
the saint. The festival is celebrated in commemoration of the anniversary of the saint's
death, and pilgrims participate in the rituals and rites. The word kanduri is derived from
the Persian word for table cloth. The festival is also called Qadir Wali Ke Fande festival. A
saffron flag-carrying ceremony is also observed, during which a flag is carried from a
devotee's house to the dargah, accompanied by a procession in streets. The flag is hoisted
on a tree known as Fande ka Fahad by a Sirang (hereditary trustee) who is assisted by
twenty assistants. The Islamic rites performed during the festival include the recitation
of Quaranic verses and observance of Fatiha (it includes; recitation of Al-Fatiha an
essential part of daily prayer and Durood). The main attraction of the festival is the
presence of Fakhir Jamas (mendicant priests) and Qalandars—the disciples of the saint
who witness the festival. On the 9th day of Jamathul Akhir month in the Islamic calendar,
at 10 p.m., a pir (one of the disciples) is chosen for the spiritual exercise of offering prayers
to the saint. The disciple throws lemons at the end of the prayers on devotees, which is
believed to provide miraculous relief to worldly sorrows. The festival is also seen as a
sacred exchange between Hindus and Muslims expressing solidarity of mixed faith in the
region. Pilgrims from both the religions from the state and also from Sri
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Lanka, Burma and Gulf countries, attend the festival. In the evening of the ninth day
of Akhir month in the Islamic calendar, a chariot containing sandal paste (locally
called santhanakoodu) is pulled across the streets of Nagore by pilgrims and devotees,
accompanied by banging of instruments. The sandal paste is received by the saint's
descendants and used to anoint the Rowla Sharif (sanctum) of the saint by the Khalifa of
the dargah.
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Thirukadaiyur Rekla (Bullock Cart) and Horse Cart Race:
Thirukadaiyur is a temple town on the east coast of Nagapattinam District, Tamil
Nadu. On the fourth day of Pongal Celebration this century old race takes place.
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Veerapandi Gowmariamman Temple Festival:
This temple was built by the Pandya King Veera Pandi during 14th Century and is
located at the village Veerapandi of Theni District.
The famous yearly Chithirai Gowmariamman festival is celebrated in this village
for 8 days (starting mostly from the 7th of May) which is a sight to behold. The goddess in
this temple is a Suyambu, which means it is not a man made one, it is found naturally while
digging out and so this goddess is considered to be more powerful. Festoons (Thoranam)
made of Neem leaves and Mango leaves will adorn the village showing the commencement
of the festival The Chithrai festival commences on the night of Shivaratri and goes on for 7
days.
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Sri Kottai Mariamman Temple Festival, Dindigul:
This 500 years of old temple situated in the city Dindigul of Tamil Nadu. The
specialty of this temple is the bottom of the idol is deeply installed in this temple than in
other temples.
After the new moon day in the month of Masi (February-March), on the fifth day,
the festival flag would be hoisted for a 20 days celebration in the temple. The festival
continues for 30 days in some years.
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